
EXT.PHILIPPINE SEA.MORNING
Over Black:
The sounds of whisking air consumes the gaping void. A dis-
tant thunder gathers. The persistent roars increase until they 
are discernibly the sounds of massive mechanical turbine en-
gines in dissonance with the pulsing sounds of propeller 
blades, violently chopping through the air, dominating the 
blackness.
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Bursting through a cloud, the breaking dawn of a sunlit 
horizon is revealed. Clouds continue to pass by. The 
sounds of radio communications scratch into audible 
system check jargon.
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Turbulence shakes our perspective as we're Suddenly  
surrounded by the dome glass of the cockpit of a B-29. 
As we pull further back into the aircraft, the bombardier 
hands a clipboard off to the pilot. He confirms and nods 
to the commander who adjusts a nob and breaks radio 
silence once more...
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Commander Simeral
Steady as she goes boys. Sun will burn off the clouds 
pretty quick. We're about an hour and a half to ground 
zero. Rendezvous with the heavies in about 6 minutes.

(Same shot as commander's voice over continues)Camera 
continues to pull past the radio operator. The navigator 
triple checks their location on the map.
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NAVIGATOR YOUNGKIN:
Position is affirmative. Twenty five klicks to rendezvous.

(same continuous shot) Camera passes by the bomb racks, 
through a series of doors,
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Roger that. Radar ops, keep a weathered eye out for enemy 
Zeros. Signal flares are rounding up.
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(continued shot) Camera swoops by the gunner turrets 
into the aft compartment. The CFC(Howard Stubstad) 
steps into frame to check his instruments. Gunner 
#1(Vern Widmayer) and Gunner #2 (Herb Schnipper) are 
playing cards.
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(Continued shot) Camera swoops by the radar operator...

Radar Connors
Affirmative commander. These clouds make it tricky, but 
so far so good...
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and finally swoops by the tail gunner...

Tail Gunner Young: (singing)
This land is your land, this land is my land...

The shot continues to pull back until, again, we turbu-
lently find ourselves outside the aircraft...
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Tail gunner Young: (continuing to sing)
From California, to the New York Island From the red-
wood forest, to the gulf stream waters This land was 
made for you and me...

The B-29 pulls further and further away. The roars of the 
engine (and the singing) fade as it disappears into the 
clouds. Silence returns.
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